Perfect-mixer retention function by analytical deconvolution of tracer histograms: application to evaluation of left-ventricular contractility and competence.
The analytical solution for the perfect-mixer retention function, r(t), was developed from tracer histograms sampled at the system input, i(t), and its output, y(t), linked by the convolution integral y = i * r. Theories were developed for both continuous-output mixer and pulsatile, discrete mixer. The latter method was applied in first-pass radioangiography (FPRA) to calculate the forward ejection fraction of the left ventricle (LVFEF). Curves generated over the lungs and the ventricle provided system input and output respectively. LVFEF correlated strongly with the reference values obtained with simultaneously acquired gated FPRA(LVGEF) in 32 non-regurgitant patients: LVGEF = 0.90LVFEF + 5.93, r = 0.96, SEE = 3.98, p less than 0.001. In 14 patients with left-side valvular incompetence LVFEF values (0.41 +/- 0.13) were consistently lower than the corresponding LVGEF values (0.63 +/- 0.11). The method is free from instability inherent in numerical deconvolution. Applied in FPRA it yielded accurate estimates of LV contractility and competence. The continuous-mixer theory may apply to arbitrary compartmental models studied via tracer kinetics.